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Abstract
In this paper we show that if two Zariski dense representations, from a group G into Iso(X) where X is
rank one symmetric space, have the proportional marked length spectrum, then they are conjugate. As
a generalization we show that a Zariski dense representation into the isometry group of the product of rank
one symmetric spaces is determined by the marked cross ratio.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
MSC: 58D19; 53C23.
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1. Introduction
A negatively curved space enjoys rich geometrical properties which seem to be complex, yet
strong enough to be rigid among other Riemannian manifolds. Among these, rank one symmetric
spaces are most well-known and maybe the most important to understand general negatively
curved spaces. By the dint of the forerunners like Gromov [8], Margulis, Mostow [17] and many
others, their properties are discovered and familiarized to laymen. Yet those spaces are complicated
enough to resist being wholly understood. Recently Besson et al. [2] proved a strong rigidity of
rank one symmetric spaces among Riemannian manifolds. The growth of the volume plays an
important role in their theory. In compact manifolds, it is equivalent to the growth of the number of
the closed geodesics whose lengths are bounded. In short, the recent development in negatively
curved manifolds convinces us that understanding the lengths of closed geodesics is a key step to
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understand the geometry on the manifold, tied up with the ergodic theory, geodesic conjugacy
problem as in [9], spectral theory of Laplacian and many other "elds. In the same vein, we want to
introduce the marked length spectrum as a complete invariant for rank one locally symmetric
manifolds. Two representations  :GPIso(X), :GPIso(>) are said to have the same marked
length spectrum if l((g))"l((g)) for all g3G where l()"inf

d(x,(x)) denotes the translation
length of an isometry . More generally we want to assert that the marked length spectrum
determines the subgroup of Iso(X), whether discrete or not and whether of co-"nite volume or not,
up to conjugacy. We can view this as a generalization of the lattice study to the study of
non-discrete and in"nite co-volume subgroups. A representation  :GPIso(X) is called irreducible
if (G) does not leave invariant any proper totally geodesic subspace ofX and is called nonparabolic
if there is no global "xed point of (G) in the ideal boundary ofX. It is well-known that a subgroup
in a semisimple Lie group of noncompact type is nonparabolic and irreducible if and only if it is
Zariski dense. See for example [4]. More precisely we prove the following.
Theorem A. Let  :GPIso(X),  :GPIso(>) be Zariski dense representations (not necessarily
discrete, nor faithful, nor co-xnite volume) having the proportional marked length spectrum for
a suzciently large yet xnite number of elements of G, where X and > are rank one symmetric spaces.
Then X"> and , are conjugate by an isometry.
In [3], the theorem is announced and the author has personal notes for the proof (personal
communication). In [2] and [10], it is proved that if M is negatively curved locally symmetric
compact manifold,N a compact negatively curved manifold with the same marked length spectrum
with M, then they are isometric. For the surface case, the marked length rigidity is completely
solved by [18]. In [22], the special case of the theorem, namely when the manifold is convex
cocompact (except Cayley case), was treated. But the author assumed the existence of a purely
hyperbolic isometry without the rotational part [22, p. 87], which is not clear (he gave a wrong
reason), and he used the wrong coordinate change [22, p. 90], to carry out the proof for
quaternionic case. The scheme of the paper is as follows. First we will use the fact that the marked
length spectrum determines the cross ratio on the limit set. See Theorem 1. And then we will
construct the G-equivariant isometry between two limit sets of representations. Then by the clever
calculation, we will "nd a conjugating isometry for two representations. In the calculation, it is
strongly used that the dilation acts di!erently on horizontal distributions and on vertical distribu-
tions of horospheres. As an application we prove
Theorem B. Let 

be two Zariski dense representations from a group G into Iso(X) where X is the
product of rank one spaces and . If they have the same marked cross ratio (and the same marked
length spectrum when there is a Euclidean factor), then they are conjugate.
The generalization of these theorems are given in [15] where the marked length rigidity is proved
for the product of rank one symmetric spaces, and in [4] where the marked length rigidity is proved
for any symmetric space of noncompact type. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
set up some terminologies and de"nitions. In Section 3, we investigate the structure of the ideal
boundary of the rank one spaces and the induced action of isometries on the ideal boundary.
Section 4 is allotted to calculate the cross-ratio in various coordinates, which will be useful in
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explicit calculation. In Section 5, the fundamental Theorem of this paper is proved, namely the
cross-ratio of four end points of two hyperbolic isometries is determined by their marked length
spectrum.We also construct the equivariant, cross-ratio preserving homeomorphism between limit
sets. Section 6 is devoted to the proof of TheoremA. Section 7 deals with the questions whether one
can determine a representation up to conjugacy when two marked length spectra are proportional,
and when one knows only a "nite number of translation lengths. The answer is given a$rmatively.
Section 8 is written for the generalization of Theorem A for the product of rank one spaces.
2. Basic terminologies
Let X be a rank one symmetric space unless speci"ed and X be the ideal boundary of X.
De5nition 1. The cross ratio of four points in the ideal boundary of a rank one symmetric space
X is de"ned by
[a, b, c, d]" lim
    	

expd(x

, z

)#d(y

,w

)!d(x

,w

)!d(y

, z

).
De5nition 2. Let  be an isometry ofX whereX is an arbitrary metric space. The translation length
l() of  is de"ned by
l()"inf

d(x,(x)).
De5nition 3. Let  :GPIso(X) be a representation. Themarked length spectrum of  is the function
f :GP de"ned by f (a)"l((a)) for a3G.
If we de"ne the cross-ratio as the measurement of any four points inXX, then it is easy to see
that the cross-ratio determines the marked length spectrum.
De5nition 1. Let x, y, z,w be points in XX. The cross-ratio of four points, [x, y, z,w], is de"ned
by
[x, y, z,w]" lim
    	
expd(x

, z

)#d(y

,w

)!d(x

,w

)!d(y

, z

).
Then [a, b,x, y][b, c,x, y]"[a, c, x, y]. Let x be a point on the invariant axis of , then
[

, 

, 	, (	)]"

[(x), ((x)), 	, (	))]
"

[x, (x), (	), ((	))]"[x, (x), 

, 

]"e
where 	 is a point in X, 

,

are the repelling and the attracting "xed points of . This shows that
if we know the cross-ratios on the ideal boundary X, we know the marked length spectrum.
See [19].
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De5nition 4. Let  be a subgroup of Iso(X). The limit set of  is de"ned by
"x
X
where x is the closure of the orbit x in XX where XX is equipped with the sphere
topology. For a representation  :GPIso(X), we denote the limit set of (G) by  . A subgroup
LIso(X) is called nonelementary if the limit set is in"nite. A representation  :GPIso(X) is called
irreducible if (G) does not leave invariant any proper totally geodesic subspace of X. It is called
parabolic if (G) has a global "xed point in X.
If LIso(X) is not parabolic and nonelementary, the limit set  is the smallest closed set in X
left invariant by . The reason is that: if AL is invariant under , take the smallest convex hull
K whose boundary is A. ThenK is neither empty (such a case occurs when  is parabolic and A is
the global "xed piont, or when  is elementary and A is a point of a "nite limit set), nor a geodesic
(such a case occurs when  is elementary with two limit points). Since A is invariant,K is invariant,
so LA. This shows that any orbit x, x3 is dense in  .
For extensive de"nitions, see [13].
3. The boundary of rank one symmetric spaces and the action of isometries on it
3.1. Subriemannian metric on the ideal boundary
The ideal boundary of X is the equivalence classes of geodesic rays under the equivalence
relation that two geodesic rays are equivalent if they have the bounded Hausdor! distance. See [7].
But geometrically, it can be identi"ed with one-point compacti"cation of the nilpotent groupN in
the Iwasawa decomposition of Iso(X)"KAN. This ideal boundary has a limit metric of the
metrics de"ned on horospheres. There is a nice description of this limit metric in terms of the
generalized Heisenberg coordinates in N.N can be identi"ed with Im  and the multiplication
is de"ned by
[t, z][s,w]"[t#s#2 Imz,w, z#w]
where z,w"z

w

. De"ne [t, k]"(t#k)	 and d(g, h)"hg. Then this is a left invari-
ant metric. Indeed, N is the Carnot group which is a two-step nilpotent group. See [20,16].
3.2. Induced action of isometries on the ideal boundary
The action of an isometry in X extends continuously to X. In terms of N, those actions can be
listed as follows:
(1) Dilation: [t, z]P[rt, rz] where r'0.
If we call (t,0) vertical set, (0, z) horizontal set of N, the dilation acts di!erently on vertical set
and on horizontal set. This is a very important fact for future calculations. Indeed this re#ects the
fact that the ideal boundaries of complex, quaternionic and Cayley hyperbolic spaces have
subriemannian geometry.
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(2) The Nilpotent group N acts on itself by multiplication which is the isometry group.
(3) (,M)3O (1)O (m!1) acts as [t, z]P[t,zM] where ", , . See [12] and [13]
for details. For Cayley hyperbolic case,  is a unit imaginary and "M"1. We need some
justi"cation for the Cayley hyperbolic case. In the Iwasawa decomposition of Iso(H )"KAN,K is
Spin(9) and it acts transitively on the unit tangent space S
 at the "xed point. The isotropy
subgroup of a point in S
 is Spin(7). This is equivalent to say that the subgroup of Iso(H ) "xing
two points in the ideal boundary is isomorphic toASpin(7).We claim that the action in (3) is from
Spin(7).
For an explicit calculation, set a Cayley number to be a pair of quaternions and de"ne the
multiplication by
(q

, q

)(p

, p

)"(q

p

!p

q

, p

q

#q

p

).
Also we de"ne (q

, q

)"(q

,!q

). Then it satis"es the usual properties like: xx"x,
xy"xy, x"x /x, xy"y x . Even though Cayley numbers are not commutative, nor asso-
ciative, by Artin's lemma a subalgebra generated by two elements is associative. For the next
proposition we need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. If  is a unit imaginary Cayley number, then [w][z ]"(wz).
Proof. Aut()"G

and G

acts transitively on unit imaginaries. The isotropy group of i is a copy
of S;(3) and it acts transitively on the unit imaginaries orthogonal to i. The stabilizer of i, j which
"xes k, acts transitively on the unit imaginaries orthogonal to i, j, k and it is a copy of S;(2). See [6].
So using Aut() we can assume that w"(a,0), z"(b,0), "(c, r) where a, b, c are quaternions and
r is a real. Then a direct calculation shows:
(wz)"(cabc!rbM a , rcab#rbM a c ),
(w)(z)"(cabc!rbM a , rbca#ra c bM ).
But bca#a c bM"2Re(bca)"2Re(cab)"cab#bM a c , so (wz)"(w)(z). Since  is a unit imaginary,
""!. Now the claim follows from these facts. 
Proposition 1. The action of an isometry on the ideal boundary of rank one symmetric space, which
xxes 0 and R, is of the form: [t, z]P[(t),(z)] where (t)"lt, (z)"lzM and
l'0,(,M)3O(1)O(m!1) for ",,. For Cayley hyperbolic case, the action belongs to
ASpin(7) and the action [t, z]P[lt, lz] where  is a unit imaginary Cayley number is one of
those.
Proof. In the Iwasawa decomposition of Iso(X)"KAN, the hyperbolic isometries belong to
AK where A is a maximal abelian subgroup andK is a maximal compact group. Since the space
is rank oneA is equal to . The hyperbolic action is a combination of (1) and (3) in the beginning of
this section.
For the second part of the claim, we will show that the action [t, z]P[t, z] is an isometry.
Then, since every bilipschitz map on the ideal boundary comes from an isometry of the space [20],
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this will "nish the proof. The images of two points [t, z],[s,w] under the action are [t, z] and
[s, w]. Then
d([t, z],[s, w])
"[(t!s)!2 Im(w), (z),!w#z]
"(t!s!2 Imw, z)#z!w
"t!s!2 Imw, z#z!w
"d([t, z], [s,w]). 
4. Cross-ratio in various coordinates
Let X be a rank one symmetric space in the unit ball model. For x, y3X, the distance between
these two points are:
cosh(d(x,y))"(1!x, y#2Rx,y)	
(1!x,x)	(1!y, y)	
where Rv,w"Re(v

v

)(w

w

)!Re(v

w

)(wN

v

) for the Cayley hyperbolic case and
Rv,w"0 for other cases. See [17].
We de"ne the cross-ratio in the unit ball model by
[x, y, z,w]"z,xw, y
w,xz, y
where x,y"(1!x, y#2Rx, y)	.
We can rewrite the de"nition in terms of N.
Proposition 2. The cross-ratio above can be written as
[g

, g

, g

, g

]"g g g g 
g

g

g

g


where x, y, z,w correspond to g

, g

, g

, g

, respectively.
Proof. To prove the claim, we introduce the generalized projection fromNR to the boundary of
the unit ball by
[t, z]P2
1#z#t
1#z#tz,
1#z#t
1#z#t (1!z#t).
Note that [0,0],R correspond to (0,1),(0,!1), respectively. Since the boundary of a rank one
symmetric space is two-point homogeneous under the isometry group, it su$ces to show that
two of the four points are [0,0] andR. We give a proof for Cayley hyperbolic case since it is the
most general case. Let g

"[(t

, q

), k

], i"1, 2, where t

are pure imaginary quaternions, q

are
quaternions and k

are Cayley numbers. Then by the generalized projection, these two points
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correspond to
x

" 1
(1#k

)#t

#q


[2(1#k

#t

, q

)k

, (1!k

#2t

!t

!q

, 2q

)].
Since [(0, 0), 0] andR correspond to (0, 1) and (0,!1) respectively,
x

,(0,!1)"2/(1#k

)#t

#q

,
x

,(0,1)"2(k #k #t #q )#t #q 
(1#k

)#t

#q


.
Since
((k

#k

#t

#q

)#t

#q

)
" (k

#t

#q

)((1#k

)#t

#q

)
we get
[(0,!1), (0, 1),x

, x

]"x , (0,!1)x , (0, 1)
x

, (0,!1)x

, (0, 1)
(k

#t

#q

)	
(k

#t

#q

)	
"g

/g


"[R,[(0,0),0],g

, g

]
so we are done. For the case [[(0, 0), 0], g

,R, g

], just note that [[(0, 0), 0], g

,R, g

]"
[g

, g

g

,R, [(0, 0), 0]]. 
Now we prove this de"nition of the cross-ratio is the same as the one in De"nition 1.
Proposition 3. The two dexnitions of the cross-ratio are the same.
Proof. Choose sequences x

 such that lim
	
x

"x

for i"1,2,3,4. If we put d

"
d(x

, x

), d

"d(x

, x

), d

"d(x

,x

), d

"d(x

, x

), then
[x

, x

, x

, x

]"x , xx ,x
x

, x

x

,x


"lim cosh d cosh d
cosh d

cosh d

"lim (e

#e)(e#e )
(e#e)(e#e )
"lim e

e
ee
"lim e . 
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5. Marked length spectrum and the cross-ratio
We need a preliminary lemma for the next theorem.
Lemma 2. Suppose a, b are two hyperbolic isometries of X with four distinct xxed points. Then
ab, ba are hyperbolic isometries for large n. The repelling xxed point (ba) of ba converges to the
repelling xxed point of a as n goes to inxnity and the attracting xxed point (ba) of ba converges to
the attracting xxed point of b. Similarly the repelling xxed point of ab converges to the repelling xxed
point of b and the attracting xxed point of ab converges to the attracting xxed point of a. Suppose
LIso(X) is nonelementary and nonparabolic. Then any two points in the limit set  can be
approximated by the xxed points of some hyperbolic isometry.
Proof. Let < be the small neighborhood of the attracting "xed point of a missing the other "xed
points of a and b. Choose large N so that b(<) does not contain the repelling "xed point of a for
n'N. This is possible since four "xed points of a and b are distinct. LetM be such that for n'M,
a(b(<)) is contained in<. This is possible since< is a neighborhood of the attracting "xed point of
a. Then ab has a "xed point in < by Brouwer's "xed point theorem. Since ab(<)L< implies
(ab)(X!<)LX!<, ab has two distinct "xed points, which implies that ab is hyper-
bolic for n'maxN,M. Let N

be a small neighborhood of the repelling "xed point of a and
<

be a small neighborhood of the attracting "xed point of b. Then there is a large integerK

such
that ba(X!N

)L<

for n'K

. This shows that any point x3X!(N

<

) cannot be
a "xed point of ba for n'K

. ChooseN

LN

and<

L<

so thatN

is the repelling "xed
point of a and<

is the attracting "xed point of b. As above, there is a positive integerK

'K

such that ba(X!N

)L<

for n'K

, so any point x3X!(N

<

) cannot be a "xed point of
ba for n'K

. From this, it is obvious that the repelling "xed points of ba converge to the
repelling "xed point of a and the attracting "xed points of ba converge to the attracting "xed
point of b. The same argument holds for other cases.
For the second part of the lemma, suppose x, y3 . Fix 3 a hyperbolic isometry. Then ()
is dense in  (see the argument after De"nition 4). So there exists  such that () is arbitrarily
close to x. Note that () is the attracting "xed point of . For the same reason, there exists
 such that the repelling "xed point of  is arbitrarily close to y and the "xed points of 
are di!erent from the "xed points of  (possible since the group is nonparabolic). Then by
the "rst part of the lemma, two "xed points of ()() will approximate x and y for
large n. 
The following theorem is very simple, yet remarkable for the reason that it makes the rest of the
argument possible even in the nondiscrete case.
Theorem 1. Let a, b be two hyperbolic isometries inX. Let a, b be the repelling xxed points of a and
b, a, b the attracting xxed points of a and b. Then
lim
	
e

"[a, b, a, b].
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Fig. 1. Cross-ratio of end points of two hyperbolic isometries.
Proof. Find a sequence a

 on the axis of a such that lim
	
a

"a. Since the two "xed points of
ba tend to a, b respectively, by increasing n we can "nd c

on the geodesic of ba such that
d(a

, c

) tends to zero, and a (a

) tends to a. Similarly "nd b

 and d

.
We claim d(c

, b (d

))#d(d

, a(c

))"l(ba ).
To see this, note that a geodesic segment (c

, b (d

)) is mapped to a geodesic segment
(a (c

), ab (d

)) and d

is mapped to ab(d

) under ab . So we get
limd(a

, a (a

))!d(a (a

), b

)#d(b

, b (b

))!d(b (b

), a

)
"limd(a

, a (a

))!d(a (c

), d

)#d(b

, b (b

))!d(b(d

), c

)
"liml(a)#l(b )!l(ab ).
By De"nition 1, the claim follows. 
Using Lemma 2 and the above theorem it is clear that the cross-ratio of every four points in the
limit set is determined by its marked length spectrum. The following lemma is very important to
prove the main theorem. The special case of the lemma when the manifold is convex cocompact is
proved by Otal [19].
Lemma 3. Let X and > be rank-one symmetric spaces. Let  :GPIso(X), :GPIso(>) be two
nonelementary, nonparabolic representations. If they have the same marked length spectrum then there
is a G-equivariant, cross-ratio preserving homeomorphism f :P( such that for each hyper-
bolic isometry (a) where a3G, f ((a))"(a), f ((a))"(a) where (a) is the attracting xxed
point of (a) and (a) is the repelling xxed point of (a).
Proof. First note that since two representations have the same marked length spectrum, if (a) is
hyperbolic then (a) is also hyperbolic. So we just de"ne a map f as f ((a))"(a),
f ((a))"(a).
Note here that a single point could be the "xed points of several hyperbolic isometries so there
might be a potential di$culty to de"ne f. Note the following useful fact that if (a) and (b) have
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four distinct "xed points, then (a),(b) have four distinct "xed points and vice versa. The reason is
as follows. Suppose (a)"(b),(a)O(b). By taking high powers of a and b, we may
assume that the group generated by (a),(b) is discrete (by the lemma of Ping-Pong of Klein
[11]) since it has a fundamental domain. But the group generated by (a),(b) is not discrete since
they share one "xed point. So two groups cannot have the same marked length spectrum, which is
a contradiction to the hypothesis of the lemma. In the case (a)"(b),(a)"(b), given
'0, there are a pair of integers m, n whose absolute values are arbitrarily large, such that
l((ab))( since (a),(b) share the same invariant axis. This is also a contradiction to the fact
that (a),(b) generate a discrete group for large m, n such that the shortest translation length in
that group is larger than 1, and two groups have the same marked length spectrum.
Now we want to show that f is well de"ned. Suppose (a)"(b) and (a)O(b). We will
derive the contradiction.
Case I: (a)"(b).
Case Ia: (a)"(b). Choose y3
(
which is di!erent from (a). Choose c

3G such that
(c

) are hyperbolic and (c

)O(a) converges to y and (c

)O(a) converges to (a). By
the above argument (c

)O(a),(c

)O(a) and the cross-ratio of the four points (a),
(a),(c

),(c

) is the same with the cross-ratio of the four points (a),(a),(c

),(c

) by
Theorem 1.
Since (c

) converges to (a) as iPR, [(c

),(a),(c

),(a)]"
[(c

),(a),(c

),(a)]"[(c

),(b),(c

),(b)] goes toR. This is a contradiction since
lim
	
[(c

),(b),(c

),(b)]"lim
	
[(c

),(b),(c

),(b)]"[y,(b),(a),(a)]
is "nite.
Case Ib: (a)O(b). This case is also impossible by the argument above showing that if
(a),(b) have four distinct "xed points then (a),(b) have four distinct "xed points.
Case II: (a)O(b).
Case IIa: (a)"(b). Choose d3G such that the "xed points of (d) are di!erent from those
of (a) and (b). This can be done since the representation is nonelementary and nonparabolic.
More precisely, choose two limit points di!erent from the "xed points of (a) and (b) (possible
since nonelementary) and choose a hyperbolic isometry whose end points are near these two
points. By the fact that (a) and (d) have four distinct "xed points, the same is true for (a) and
(d). The same is true for b and d. Now take db3G. Since the attracting "xed point of (db)
converges to the attracting "xed point of (d), and the repelling "xed point of (db) converges
to the repelling "xed point of (b) as n goes to the in"nity, (a) and (db) will have four
distinct "xed points for large n. But since (a)"(b), the repelling "xed point of (db) will
converge to the repelling "xed point of (a). This gives a contradiction since
lim
	
[(a),(db),(a),(db)]"R whereas lim[(a),(db),(a),(db)]"
[(a),(d),(a),(b)] which is "nite.
Case IIb: (a)O(b). This case is also impossible by the same reason as in (Case Ib). These
arguments show that f is well de"ned and by Theorem 1, f de"ned this way preserves cross-ratios.
We have to show that f can be extended continuously to the whole limit set of . But this can be
done using Theorem 1 as follows.
Let x be a point in the limit set of  which is not a "xed point of a hyperbolic isometry. Choose
a sequence x

 converging to x and consisting of "xed points of hyperbolic isometries. Put
y

"f (x

). Since a unit ball is compact there is a subsequence y

 of y

 which converges to y.
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De"ne f (x)"y. We should check y is the only accumulation point of y

. Suppose y

converges to
another point z. Fix two distinct points p, q di!erent from x which are the "xed points of some
hyperbolic isometries of . Set f (p)"t, f (q)"s. If we put f (x

)"y

, f (x

)"y

, then by Theorem 1
we have
[p,x

, x

, q]"[t, y

, y

, s].
Since the cross-ratio is a continuous function, the limit of the above cross-ratios should be the
same. But [p,x

, x

, q] tends toR since x

, x

converge to x while [t, y

, y

, s] tends to [t, y, z, s]
which is "nite. This is a contradiction.
For any four points x, y, z,w in the limit set of , if x

, y

, z

, w

converge to x, y, z, w
respectively, then lim[x

, y

, z

,w

]"[x, y, z,w]. This shows that f preserves cross-ratios. By the
same argument as above, it is clear that f is injective.
For any y in the limit set of , there is a sequence y

 consisting of the repelling "xed points of
the hyperbolic isometries (g

) which converges to y. Let x

be the repelling "xed point of (g

). Set
f (x

)"y

. Then it is easy to see that any limit point of x

is mapped to y under f. This shows that
f is onto. 
6. The marked length spectrum determines the representation
First we prove several lemmas and a proposition before we delve into the proof of the main
theorem.
Proposition 4. O (1)O(n) acting on the ideal boundary of H , and Spin(7) acting on the ideal
boundary of the Cayley hyperbolic 2-plane, act transitively and isometrically with respect to the
Euclidean norm on unit vertical set and on unit horizontal set. Specially the action on the vertical set is
SO(3) and SO(7) respectively.
Proof. In Proposition 1 we showed that the action of the maximal compact group K which "xes
0 andR, denoted byK

is O (1)O(n) of the form [t, z]P[t,zM] for quaternionic case
and Spin(7) of the form [t, z]P[(t),(z)] for Cayley hyperbolic case. We "rst show thatK

acts
isometrically both on horizontal set and on vertical set. Quaternionic case is obvious. But in
general this can be done by just understanding how the Carnot metric on the ideal boundary is
obtained. See [20] for details. Consider a family of horospheres based atR parametrized by t.
Each horosphere has two tangent planes<

,<

invariant under the action ofK

.<

is tangent to
-plane and <

is an orthogonal complement of -plane in the tangent space of the horosphere.
<

is called vertical and <

horizontal. If g

is the induced metric on the horosphere at t, the metric
onX can be written as g

dt. Then the subriemannianmetric on the ideal boundaryN is the limit
of eg

. The vertical direction becomes t coordinate and the horizontal direction becomes
z coordinate in [t, z]3N. Since <

,<

is invariant under K

, the induced action on N also
preserves this dichotomy. This shows that (t)"t, (z)"z.
It is well-known that t is equal to the whole SO(3) action for quaternionic case and for the
Cayley case it is SO(7) action on the vertical set. On a horizontal set, Spin(7) acts on S transitively
with "bre the exceptional group G

. For example see Appendix A of [21]. Also in [17, p. 146], it is
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described that Spin(7) acts transitively on the unit vectors of -line which are the unit vectors on
the horizontal set and which is the orthogonal complement of-line which is the vertical set in the
ideal boundary. 
Lemma 4. Let [t, z]P[

(t),

(z)] be the action of isometries on the ideal boundary, which belong to
O(1)O(n) for ",,, or to Spin(7) when Cayley case. Ifa (z) tend to zero as p tends toR,
then a



(z

) is identically zero. The same is true for b



(w

).
Proof. Give any left invariant metric on O(1)O(n) and Spin(7). We claim that, given '0 and z,
there exists p such that
z!z(, ∀n3.
Since O (1)O (n) and Spin(7) are compact,  will have an accumulation point. So, for any
'0, there exist n,m such that d(,)(. Set p"n!m, then since  acts isometrically with
respect to the Euclidean norm (see Proposition 4), by choosing  small enough,
z!z"z!z"z!z(.
Suppose 

,

are such actions. Since 

 accumulate to some 

, d(

, 

)( for some
in"nite subset n

. Then 

 will accumulate to some 

. So there exist n,m such that
d(

, 

)(, d(

, 

)(.
Applying this argument, for given , a

and z

, there exists p such that
a



z

!a



z

(, ∀n3.
Set f (p)"a



z

. If f is not identically zero, then f (p

)O0 for some p

. Choose N'0 large
enough so that the ball of radius 

N centred at f (p

) has positive distance from the origin.
For N, there is an integer q

*1 such that  f (p

#q

)!f (p

)(N. Let p

#q

"p

. Then
there is an integer q

*1 such that  f (p

#q

)!f (p

)(N. Set p

#q

"p

. In this way "nd
integers p

 inductively so that p

*p

#1 and
 f (p

)!f (p

)(N.
Then  f (p

) cannot tend to 0 as i tends toR since  f (p

)!f (p

)(

N. This contradicts to
the fact that f (p) converges to zero as p tends toR. The same argument applies to b



(w

). 
Lemma 5. Let f :APB be a cross-ratio preserving homeomorphism where A and B are subsets of the
ideal boundary of X containing 0"[0, 0] andR such that f ([0, 0])"[0, 0] and f (R)"R. Then,
for any x, y3A,
d(x, y)"Cd( f (x), f (y)).
Proof. Fix y in A. Then for any x3A
x
y
"[x, y, 0,R]	"[ f (x), f (y), 0,R]	" f (x)
 f (y)
.
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So x"y f (x)/ f (y)"C f (x) for C"y/ f (y). Similarly
d(x, z)
z
"[0,x,R, z]	"[0, f (x),R, f (z)]	"d( f (x), f (z))
 f (z)
.
Hence d(x, z)"Cd( f (x), f (z)). 
Lemma 6. Let x

, y

 be two bases of  where  is real, complex, quaternion or Cayley division
ring. If x

, x

"y

, y

, then there is an isometry of H whose induced action on the ideal
boundary is an isometry, [t, z]P[t, fz] such that f (x

)"y

.
Proof. Set f (x

)"y

and extend the map linearly. To see that f is an isometry of , just notice the
following.
 f (r

x

)!f (s

x

)"r

y

!s

y


"(r

!s

)y

,(r

!s

)y


"(r

!s

)x

,(r

!s

)x

"r

x

!s

x

.
Note that a map, [t, z]P[t, fz], is an isometry with respect to the metric in Section 3.1, so it
comes from an isometry of the hyperbolic space itself, see [20]. 
Nowwe prove the main theorem. Since the proof is quite long, for the convenience of the readers,
we summerize the main steps of the proof.
1. f :P( is a cross-ratio preserving map and it is normalized by f ([0,0])"[0,0] and
f (R)"R.
2. If f ([t, z])"[s,w] then t"s, z"w.
3. If f ([t, z])"[t, z], f ([s,w])"[s,w], then Rez,w"Rez,w.
4. If f ([t, z])"[t, z], f ([s,w])"[s,w], then t!s"t!s. So after conjugation,
f ([t, z])"[t, z].
5. If f ([t, z])"[t, z], f ([s,w])"[s,w], then Imz,w"Imz,w.
6. Since z,w"z,w, using Lemma 6, after conjugation, f is the identity.
Theorem 2. Let , :GPIso(X) be two irreducible, nonelementary and nonparabolic representations
having the same marked length spectrum, where X is a n-dimensional rank one symmetric space. Then
they are conjugate.
Proof. Choose g3G such that both (g) and (g) are hyperbolic, and conjugating the representa-
tions if necessary, set "xed points of the isometries to be [0, 0] andR. By Lemma 3, there is
a homeomorphism f :P( which preserves the cross-ratios. Conjugating a representation by
a dilation if necessary, and using Lemma 5, we can assume that f is an isometry with
f ([0, 0])"[0, 0] and f (R)"R.
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Let (g)[t, z]"[l(t), l(z)],(g)[t, z]"[l(t), l(z)] with l'1. Put f ([t, z])"[s,w]. Using
d([t, z],(g)([t, z]))"d( f ([t, z]), f ((g)([t, z])))
"d( f ([t, z]),(g) f ([t, z]))"d([s,w],(g)([s,w]))
we get
d([t, z],(g)([t, z]))"(t#z)#l((t)#(z))#2lz(z)
#4l(Re(z), z)#4lIm(z), z!2l(Re(t), t)
#4lRe(t),Im(z), z!4lRet,Im(z), z
!4lzRe(z), z!4l(z)Rez,(z)
"(s#w)#l((s)#(w))#2lw(w)
#4l(Re(w),w)#4lIm(w),w!2l(Re(s), s)
#4lRe(s), Im(w),w!4lRes, Im(w),w
!4lwRe(w),w!4l(w)Re(w),w
"d([s,w],(g)[s,w]). (1)
Divide the equation by 4l and let p tend to!R, then we get
Ret, Im(z), z#zRe(z), z!Res, Im(w),w!wRe(w),w(Cl.
Then by Lemma 4, for all p,
Ret, Im(z), z#zRe(z), z"Res, Im(w),w#wRe(w),w (2)
Similarly dividing the equation by 4l and letting p tend toR, we get for all p,
Re(t), Im(z), z!(z)Re(z), z
"Re(s), Im(w),w!(w)Re(w),w. (3)
Since
d([0, 0],[l(t), l(z)])"[l(t), l(z)]
"[l(s), l(w)]"d([0, 0], [l(s), l(w)])
for all p3, by putting p"0 in this equation and in Eq. (2), we get
z"w, t"s (4)
and also (z)"(w) and (t)"(s) by Proposition 4.
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Let [t, z], [s,w]3 and set f ([t, z])"[t, z], f ([s,w])"[s,w]. Then using d([s,w],(g)([t, z]))"
d([s,w],(g)([t, z])) we get the equations similar to (1)}(3).
d([s,w],(g)([t, z]))"s#w#l((t)#(z))#2l(z)w
#4l(Re(z),w)#4lIm(z),w
!2lRe(t), s!4lRes, Im(z),w
!4lwRe(z),w#4lRe(t), Im(z),w, (5)
!4l(z)Re(z),w"d([s,w],(g)([t, z])), (1)
(z)Re(z),w!Re(t), Im(z),w
"(z)Re(z),w!Re(t), Im(z),w, (6)
wRe(z),w#Res, Im(z),w
"wRe(z),w#Res, Im(z),w. (7)
Let f :NPN be a map as in Lemma 3 which is isometric with respect to the metric in Section 3.1.
We want to show that if f ([t

, z

])"[t

, z

], ([s

,w

])"[s

,w

], then z

!w

"z

!w

 i.e.
the restriction of f to  is an isometry with respect to the Euclidean metric on . This will
imply that Rez

,w

"Rez

,w

.
Consider the Heisenberg model with [t

, z

] as the origin in the domain (which is equivalent to
conjugating the representations by the map, [t, z]P[t!t

!2 Imz, z

, z!z

]) and the
Heisenberg model with [t

, z

] as the origin in the target. Note that since there are hyperbolic
isometries whose end points converge to [t

, z

] ([t

, z

] respectively) andR, by considering these
end points as the origin andR and taking the limit we can see that fI , a new map as in Lemma 3 in
these new Heisenberg models, is an isometry with respect to the metric in Section 3.1, so if
fI ([t, z])"[t, z] then z"z by the above argument. But the point [s

,w

] has a coordinate
[s

!t

!2 Imw

, z

,w

!z

] in the new model. By the same reason, [s

,w

] has
[s

!t

!2 Imw

, z

,w

!z

] as a new coordinate in the new model.
Then
fI ([s

!t

!2 Imw

, z

,w

!z

])"[s

!t

!2 Imw

, z

,w

!z

]. (8)
So z

!w

"z

!w

 and s

!t

!2 Imw

, z

"s

!t

!2 Imw

, z

. From this we
get
Rez

,w

"Rez

,w

. (9)
The next goal is to get t"t and z,w"z,w for f ([t, z])"[t, z], f ([s,w])"[s,w]. It can be
done as follows.
First note that from (5) and (8), we get
Re(t), Im(z),w"Re(t), Im(z),w (10)
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Then from (1), (4), (5), (6) and (8) we get
Im(z),w!Re(t), s"Im(z),w!Re(t), s (11)
Using [l(t), l(z)], [s,w], from (7) we get
l(t)!s!2 Iml(z),w"l(t)!s!2 Iml(z),w
l(t)!ls!2 Im(z),w"l(t)!ls!2 Im(z),w.
Since the conjugation action of 3Im is SO(3) or SO(7) on the vertical set and the action is
transitive, there is some  so that
l(t)!ls!2 Im(z),w"l(t)!ls!2 Im(z),w.
This implies that
(t)!(t))Cl.
Then by Lemma 4 we get
(t)"(t)
for all p. This will in turn implies that
Im(z),w! Im(z),w)Cl.
So we "nally get
Im(z),w"Im(z),w. (12)
Then from (10) and (11) we get Ret, s"Ret, s. So we get
t!s"t!s. (13)
Since there is an isometry in the Euclidean space which sends t to t if the points satisfy (12), after
conjugating a representation by the map [t, z]P[t,z], we may assume that f ([t, z])"[t, z].
Note in this coordinate, (g) and (g) act by
f ([l(t), l(z)])"[l(t), l(z)]"[l(t), l(z)],
so ".
Now we want to show that Imz,w"Imz,w for f ([t, z])"[t, z], f ([s,w])"[s,w]. This is
a simple observation. Since the change of the origin to [s,w] in the domain, and to [s,w] in the
target, change f to f ([t!s!2 Imz,w, z!w])"[t!s!2Imz,w, z!w], and by the same
reasoning so far, there is some 3 so that
t!s!2Imz,w"(t!s!2Imz,w)
for all [t, z], [s,w]3 . But as before, using [l(t), l(z)] and [s,w], we get
(t)"(t),
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so "1. So we get
Imz,w"Imz,w. (14)
From Lemma 6 and the irreducibility of representations, there is an isometry  whose induced
action on the ideal boundary is [t, z]P[t, z]"f ([t, z]) for all [t, z]3 . So by conjugating  by ,
we may assume that f is an identity.
So far we showed after many conjugations, that  and  have the same limit sets and the map
de"ned in Lemma 3 is an identity. Specially this implies that the repelling and attracting "xed
points of (g) and (g) are the same for all g3G if they are hyperbolic.
If SLH is a su$ciently large "nite set which is not contained in the boundary of any proper
totally geodesic subspace of H , and , are isometries of H such that " , then " (Note
that M3O(n,1) is determined by the images of n#1 linearly independent vectors). Given an
isometry (g) for g3G, choose hyperbolic isometries (b

) such that any H does not contain all
the "xed points of these isometries (this is possible because  is irreducible). Set S""xed points of
(b

). We can assume, by choosing su$ciently many hyperbolic isometries (b

), that if
(g)

"(g)

, then (g)"(g).
To show (g)

"(g)

, note that "xed points of (g)(b

)(g) are the images of the "xed
points of (b

) under (g). But since we assume that f is an identity, the "xed points of
(g)(b

)(g) and the "xed points of (g)(b

)(g) are identical, i.e. (g) ("xed points of
(b

))"(g) ("xed points of (b

)) for all i. So we get (g)

"(g)

. 
More generally we can prove the following using the same proof as in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Let  :GPIso(X),  :GPIso(>) be two irreducible, nonelementary and non-
parabolic representations where X, > are rank one symmetric spaces of noncompact type and
dimX"dim>. If they have the same marked length spectrum, then X"> and two representations
are conjugate.
Proof.
Case I: If X is real hyperbolic, in the Heisenberg coordinates [t, z] of the nilpotent group N,
t"0, i.e., N is a genuine abelian group. So by Eq. (4) in the proof of Theorem 2, > must be real
hyperbolic space. Then by Theorem 2, the proof is "nished. Actually in real hyperbolic case, the
induced metric on the ideal boundary is just the Euclidean metric and the proof boils down
to show that if X"x

,2, x and >"y ,2, y are "nite sets such that the points x and
y

are in general position, and x

!x

"y

!y

, then there is a Euclidean isometry  such that
(x

)"y

.
Case II: Suppose X and > are complex, quaternionic or Cayley hyperbolic spaces. All the
calculations go through in the proof of Theorem 2. Then by Eqs. (9), (10) and (13), we get the map
f de"ned between two limit sets such that f ([t, z])"[t, z], f ([s,w])"[s,w] for all [t, z], [s,w]3 .
Finally by (14) and (9), one gets z,w"z,w. But Lemma 6 can be proved for two di!erent
"elds (division rings). Since representations are irreducible,X"> and the same conclusion holds.
In this case, one should use the peculiar geometry of Carnot}Caratheodory metric on N to draw
the desired conclusion as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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7. Finiteness and proportionality
In a hyperbolic surface if one pinches a closed geodesic C, the closed geodesics crossing
C transversely tend to get longer. So in general it is not possible to have two homeomorphic
hyperbolic surfaces such that the lengths of closed geodesics are longer than the corresponding
ones in the other surface. If some are longer then some should be shorter. From this phenomenon,
one can guess the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let , :GPIso(X) be two irreducible, nonelementary and nonparabolic representations
having the proportional marked length spectrum, i.e. l((g))"cl((g)) for some constant c. Then c"1
and so they are conjugate.
Proof. It su$ces to show that c"1. By Theorem 1, the cross-ratio of four points in  is the
c-power of the cross-ratio of the corresponding points in 
(
. By the proof of Lemma 5,
d(x, y)"kd( f (x), f (y)) for some constant k. Conjugating the representation by a dilation we can
make k"1. So if f ([t, z])"[s,w], then (t#z)"s#w. Eq. (1) is changed into:
d([t, z],(g)([t, z]))"[(t#z)
#l((t)#(z))#2lz(z)#4l(Re(z), z)
#4lIm(z), z!2l(Re(t), t)#4lRe(t), Im(z), z
!4lRet, Im(z), z!4lzRe(z), z
!4l(z)Rez,(z)]
"(s#w)#cl((s)#(w))#2clw(w)
#4cl(Re(w),w)#4clIm(w),w
!2cl(Re(s), s)#4clRe(s), Im(w),w
!4clRes, Im(w),w!4clwRe(w),w
!4cl(w)Re(w),w
"d([s,w],(g)[s,w]).
Without loss of generality (by changing the role of  and  if necessary) we can assume c*1.
Divide the equation by 4l and let p tend to!R, then we get

1
(4l)	
(t#z)#4	l	zRe(z), z#4	l	Ret, Im(z), z

! 1
4l
(s#w)!cRes, Im(w),w!cwRe(w),w(Cl.
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Then by Lemma 4,
4	l	Ret, Im(z), z#4	l	zRe(z), z
"cRes, Im(w),w#cwRe(w),w
for all p3. But from the beginning we could choose l freely, for example l	<c, so that one
side of the equation grows faster than the other if cO1. The equation holds for all integer only
when c"1. 
Next we deal with the issue of "niteness, in other words, whether an irreducible representation is
determined by the "nite number of translation lengths of the isometries. In the Riemann surface
case, it is known that the lengths of 9g!9 closed geodesics determine the hyperbolic structure
uniquely. See [5]. For this issue, we refer the reader to [14] for details and we just state the theorem
with the sketchy proof.
Theorem 4. Let R(G) be the space of irreducible, nonelementary and nonparabolic representations
from a xnitely presented group G into Iso(X) where X is a real, complex or quaternionic space. Then
there is a smooth embedding f from R(G) into  and g

,2, g3G for some k, such that
f ()"(l((g

)),2, l((g))) for 3R(G).
Proof. Exhaust G by S

"g

,2, g and SLS . Then it is elementary to see that<

"(,)  l((g

))"l((g

)), i"1,2, k. is an algebraic subvariety of R(G)R(G). By the
Noetherian property of the polynomial ring, <

should be stabilized at a "nite step, i.e., there is
N'0 such that
<

"<

"(,) , have the same marked length spectrum.
But by the main theorem any pair in <

are conjugate. This proves the theorem. 
Combining Theorem 3 and 4, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let R(G) be the space of irreducible, nonelementary and nonparabolic representations
from a xnitely presented group G into Iso(X) where X is a rank one symmetric space of noncompact
type except Cayley space. Identify Iso(X) with a linear subgroup of G¸

() where  is real or complex.
Then there is a xnite set of elements, g

,2, g such that if l((g ))"cl((g)) for i"1,2,N, then
"( for any ,3R(G) where ( is the character of .
We have the corresponding theorem due to Theorem 2, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. Let R

(G) be the space of irreducible, nonelementary and nonparabolic representations
from a xnitely presented group G into Iso(X) and R

(G) be the space of irreducible representations
from a xnitely presented groupG into Iso(>) whereX,> are rank-one symmetric spaces of noncompact
type except Cayley hyperbolic space. Then there is a xnite set of elements, g

,2, g such that if
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l((g

))"cl((g

)), i"1,2,N, for 3R (G) and 3R (G), thenX"> and two representations are
conjugate.
8. Rigidity of the product of rank-one symmetric spaces
Until now we proved the rigidity of rank-one symmetric spaces. In this section we will generalize
the theorem to the simplest higher rank spaces, namely the product of rank one symmetric spaces.
In rank-one symmetric space, there is a natural concept, the cross-ratio, which is a measurement
of the relative position of four points on the ideal boundary of the space. But in higher rank
symmetric space, it turns out that the cross-ratio is the measurement of the relative position of four
Weyl chambers in the Tits building of the ideal boundary of the space.We will introduce a metric in
the ideal boundary di!erent from the Tits metric, which is the limit metric of the ones on
horospheres (horocircles) as in the rank one case. Then using the previous result in the rank one
case, we will draw the desired conclusion. We hope that this method can be applied to a general
higher rank space in the near future.
8.1. The ideal boundary of higher rank symmetric space: the Tits building structure
Let X be a higher rank-symmetric space. Fix x

in X. Let Iso(X)"KAN be the Iwasawa
decomposition where K is the isotropy subgroup of x

. Then a #at F containing x

is Ax

. If we
choose a di!erent Iwasawa decomposition Iso(X)"KAN,Ax

is a di!erent #at. One calls PLF
a singular subspace of codimension s, if P"F
F


2
F

where F

are #ats through x

. One
denotes the union of all singular subspaces of F by F

. One de"nes the regular set of F F

to be
the complement of all singular subspaces. Let F(R) denote the intersection of F with the ideal
boundary of X. Now consider all the #ats through x

and their intersections with the ideal
boundary. The ideal boundary is tessellated by F(R). This tessellation is called the Tits building. For
a given #at F, F(R) is called an apartment and each component of F

(R), a Weyl chamber. The
ideal boundary of a codimension 1 singular subspace is called the wall. So two Weyl chambers are
connected by a wall. It is not di$cult to see that every wall is contained in more than two Weyl
chambers, indeed in a whole 1-parameter family of #ats and hence is contained in in"nitely many
Weyl chambers. This property is phrased as the Tits building is thick. On the contrary, every
apartment is thin. There is another important property which the Tits building of a symmetric
space has, namely the joining property, which says that every two Weyl chambers or walls can be
connected by a Weyl chamber. The last property which make the Tits building a building in the
algebraic de"nition, is that if b

, b

are contained both in #at F and in #at F, then there is an
isomorphism of F onto F leaving b

, b

and all their walls "xed. We call the union of F

(R) the
singular set of the Tits building. For more extensive information about Tits building, we refer the
readers to [1].
8.2. The cross-ratio in the Tits building of higher rank symmetric space
It is known that any twoWeyl chambers can be connected by a #at which might not be unique. It
is also true that a Weyl chamber and a point in the space uniquely determine the horosphere
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Fig. 2. Tits building of H.
(horocircle) passing through that point and based at a point in that Weyl chamber. More
rigorously, once a point x and a #at F containing x is "xed, the #at F is divided into Weyl
chambers. Let A be a maximal abelian group generating F, and ALA be a subgroup
of A corresponding to a Weyl chamber =. Then a nilpotent group N is uniquely determined
in Iwasawa decomposition Iso(X)"KAN. So an orbit of N is a horocircle based at a point in
thatWeyl chamber. The other #ats with theWeyl chamber=, are copies ofAmoved by an element
of N.
De5nition 5. Let w

,w

,w

,w

be four Weyl chambers. Let H

be a horocircle ("the orbit of N)
based at a point R. Shadow of H

is the set of end points of geodesics passing through
H

emanating fromR. Then there are one-to-one correspondence between a point in the shadow
and the Weyl chamber containing that point. Let H

be the horocircle based atR and of distance
t from H

. Let d

be the induced metric on H

. Let d

"lim
	
ed

be the limit metric on the
shadow. Let w

,w

,w

,w

be four Weyl chambers which contain the points x

,x

,x

, x

in the
shadow of H

. Then the cross-ratio of four Weyl chambers w

,w

,w

,w

is de"ned by
[w

,w

,w

,w

]"d(x , x)d(x , x )
d

(x

, x

)d

(x

, x

)
.
For other chambers which do not contain the point in the shadow, we set the value equal toR.
In the rank-one case, the above de"nition is equivalent to the one of De"nition 1, the de"nition
in Section 4, since the Carnot metric is the limit metric on horospheres. See the proof of Proposition
4. So the cross-ratio is invariant under the action of isometries in the rank one case, which in turn
implies that the cross-ratio of De"nition 5 is invariant under the action of isometries in the product
of rank-one symmetric spaces since the horosphere is the product of horospheres in each factor.
De5nition 6. Let 

be two representations from a group G in Iso(X) whereX is a symmetric space.
It is said that they have the same marked cross-ratio, if for any a, b3G, the cross-ratio of four Weyl
chambers to which the ends of invariant axes of 

(a), 

(b) belong is the same as the correspond-
ing cross-ratio of 

(a), 

(b).
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Fig. 3. Tits building of H.
8.3. H case; the heuristic one
8.3.1. Tits building of H
All the 2-#ats come from a product of a geodesic in H and . Since it is a 3-dimensional space,
the ideal boundary is a 2-sphere. There are two singular points, namely north and south poles. All
the Weyl chambers are great circles connecting these two points. Each horosphere is a copy of
a horocircle in H moved by some isometry of . The cross-ratio of four Weyl chambers is the
cross-ratio of four points at which they meet the equator which is the boundary of the embedded
H0. This re#ects the fact that the limit metric of the metrics on horocircles based at a point in
the equator, is supported on the equator. This is the phenomenon general in higher rank symmetric
space.
8.3.2. Proof of the main theorem
Theorem 5. Let 

, 

be two representations from a group G into Iso(H). If they have the same
marked length spectrum and the same marked cross-ratio, then they are conjugate up to the sign in the
second factor.
Proof. Let (g, t), (h, s) be two isometries in Iso(H)"Iso(H)Iso(). Assume g and h
are hyperbolic and t and s are real numbers. Then the cross-ratio of four Weyl chambers in which
the ends of invariant axes of the isometries lie is the same as the cross-ratio of four end points of the
invariant axes of g and h in H . Since they have the same marked cross-ratio,  have the same
marked cross-ratio. Then by Theorem 2, 



are conjugate. After conjugating these, we may
assume that 



(a) are the same for all a3G. Since 

have the same marked length spectrum, if


(a)"(g, t), 

(a)"(g, s), then t"$s.
Case I: t"s. Let 

(b)"(h, r), 

(b)"(h, r). Then r"$r by the same reasoning. Since


(ab)"(gh, t#r), 

(ab)"(gh, t#r) and they have the same translation lengths along their
axes, we get r"r.
Case II: t"!s. By a similar reasoning as in Case I, 



(g)"!



(g) for all g3G. 
It is easy to see that a verbatim can be applied to H with a small care for
Iso()"SO(m) and an extra hypothesis that 

 is irreducible when n'3 and 


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generates the group of translations. From now on, all the representations are nonelementary. More
precisely,
Theorem 6. Let 

, 

be two irreducible, nonparabolic representations from a group G in
Iso(H), ",,,. If  , have the same marked length spectrum and the same marked
cross-ratio, then they are conjugate.
Proof. We give a proof for the real hyperbolic case. Other cases are almost the same except some
calculations as in Theorem 2. We refer the readers to the proof of Theorem 10. EachWeyl chamber
is the hemisphere of S and the singular set is the equator of S. So the ideal boundary
S consists of hemispheres of S sharing S as boundary. The set of Weyl chambers is S,
which can be thought of as the set of centers of Weyl chambers and the limit of horospheres based
at the north pole of S.
As in H, the limit metric of the metrics on horospheres is supported on this S, which is
the ideal boundary of H0. Since two representations have the same marked cross-ratio,




have the same marked cross-ratio. Since the marked cross-ratio determines the marked
length spectrum in a negatively curved space, by Theorem 2 we get 



are conjugate. Note here
that 

L

 





and if 

 

is not irreducible, 



would leave invariant a totally
geodesic subspace XLH , so  would leave invariant X. Then  would not be irreducible,
so 



is irreducible. After conjugation, we may assume that 



are the same. So for any
g3G, we can set 

(g)"(, f ),

(g)"(, h) where f, h are the isometries of . Since they have the
same marked length spectrum, if f is a translation, so is h, and if f is in O(m) so is h.
For any g3G, if 

(g)"(a,X), 

(g)"(a,X) where X denotes the translation map, xPx#X,
then X"X since the marked length spectrums are the same. Similarly X#>"X#> if


(h)"(b,>),

(h)"(b,>). So we get X,>"X,>. Then there is O3O(m) such that
OX"X. Conjugating 

by (1,O), we get if 

(g)"(a,X) then 

(g)"(a,X) for all g3G. Note
that if O3O(m), and f (x)"x#A is a translation, then OfO is a translation by OA. So if


(g)"(a,O), 

(g)"(a,O), 

(h)"(b,X), 

(h)"(b,X), then 

(ghg)"(aba,OX),


(ghg)"(aba,OX), but by the above discussion,OX"OX for any translationX. Note that
since the representations are irreducible, the projection of 

 

into the group of translations
generate the whole translation group. The reason is that if we think about the orbit of 0 in  by




, since O(m,) "xes the origin, the translation group should generate  for the representa-
tion to be irreducible. Now we can say that since the set of translations generate , two
orthogonal maps, O,O must be equal. This "nishes the proof. 
Now we want to move to the next simplest case, HH . Note Iso(HH) is
Iso(H)Iso(H ) together with a map switching factors, (x, y)P(y,x).
8.4. HH case
8.4.1. Tits building of HH
All the #ats come from a product of a geodesic in the "rst factor and a geodesic in the second
factor. There are two singular geodesics on the #at, namely a geodesic point, and point
a geodesic. So there are fourWeyl chambers on the #at. Note that the ideal boundary ofHH is
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Fig. 4. A #at in HH and Weyl chambers on the #at.
Fig. 5. Weyl chambers which do not contain the points in the shadow of H.
homeomorphic to S and H is totally geodesically embedded where  is a geodesic in the
second factor. Then each quadrant arc from the north pole or the south pole to the equator is
a Weyl chamber in the ideal boundary of H and the singular set consists of north and south
poles and the equator. By changing the role of the "rst and the second factor, we see that the
singular set of the Tits building ofHH is the disjoint union of two circles which can be viewed
as the boundary of HpointpointH in S. There is a unique Weyl chamber connecting
a point in the "rst circle and a point in the second circle. So the set of all Weyl chambers is a torus.
Indeed if we take the centre of mass of everyWeyl chamber, then the set of these points form exactly
the Cli!ord torus in S. If we view S as the one point compacti"cation of, we can visualize these
two circles as the unit circle S

in x}y plane and the z-axis S

. So the ideal boundary of H a
geodesic is homeomorphic to S
*
v,w for some v and w in z-axis. Note that there is a #at whose
boundary consists of four arbitrarily given Weyl chambers as long as they form a circle.
Note that the horocircle, an orbit of the Nilpoten group N in HH , is a product of two
horocircles, one from each factor. More precisely, let (t),(t) be unit speed geodesics respectively in
each factor. Set (t)"((at),(bt)) for some a#b"1. Then the horocircle H based at (R)
passing through ((0),(0)) is the product of the horosphere based at (R) passing through (0) and
the horosphere based at (R) passing through (0). Then (!R) is a point in the shadow ofH from
(R). The set =

of Weyl chambers that contains the points in the shadow of H is
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Fig. 6. Singular set of Tits building of HH; the set of Weyl chambers is S

S

.
(!R)(t)"((at),(bt)) where , are asymptotic to , atR. Note here that the Weyl
chamber connecting (!R) and (R), and theWeyl chamber connecting (R) and (!R) are not
in=

. In Fig2. 1}6, S is the set of centers of Weyl chambers that are not in=

. The easiest
way to see this is as follows. Take (t) which is asymptotic to (t) atR. Then (t)"((at),(bt)) is
asymptotic to (t) atRand it intersectsH. Then theWeyl chamber connecting (!R) and (R) is
not in=

. If we take s asymptotic to  atR and sweep out whole H , we can get the set of
Weyl chambers homeomorphic to the circle, which are not in =

. Taking (t) which is
asymptotic to  atR, we can get another set of Weyl chambers homeomorphic to the circle, which
are not in =

.
If we take the limit metric of the metrics on the horospheres based at (R), we can think of the
limit metric supported on this Cli!ord torus (the cylinder in Fig. 6) minus S, which is homeomor-
phic to  and the metric is Euclidean on this torus. The cross-ratio of four Weyl chambers in S
*
point, is the same as the cross-ratio of the four points at which they meet S

.
Now we are well equipped with the information to prove the following theorem.
8.4.2. Proof of the theorem
Theorem 7. Let 

be two irreducible, nonparabolic representations from a groupG in Iso(HH ). If
they have the same marked cross-ratio, then they are conjugate.
Proof. First note the following observation. If , are ftwo hyperbolic isometries in H , set


"(,), 

"(,), 

"(,), 

"(,).
Then 

(R) belongs to the Weyl chamber connecting ((R),(R)) and (!R) belongs to the Weyl
chamber connecting ((!R),(!R)) and so on.
Let f be a map de"ned between two Tits buildings as follows: For g3G, set w

to be the Weyl
chamber to which the repelling (attracting respectively) "xed point of 

(g) belongs. De"ne
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f (w

)"w

. Then as in Lemma 3, f preserves the marked cross-ratio. Conjugating representations
if necessary, we may assume that the coordinates of two Weyl chambers are (0,0) andR, and
f (0,0)"(0,0), f (R)"R.
Let (x,w) and (y, z) be coordinates of two Weyl chambers.
Let (x,w), (y, z) be the corresponding Weyl chambers. Then
[(x,w), (y, z), (0, 0),R]"x#w
y#z"
x#w
y#z"[(x,w), (y, z), (0, 0),R].
So we get (x,w)"C(x,w) for C"(y#z)/(y#z). But conjugating one of the representa-
tions by dilation, we can make C"1 so that (x,w)"(x,w) for f (x,w)"(x,w). Also
[(0, 0), (x, y),R, (w, z)]"x!w#y!z
w#z
"x!w#y!z
w#z "[(0,0), (x, y),R, (w, z)].
So we get (x, y)!(w, z)"(x, y)!(w, z). Since representations are irreducible, there are enough
Weyl chambers to which the end points of hyperbolic isometries of 

(G) belong, and which
generate , so the map f can be extended to whole  as an isometry. This shows that 

and


are conjugate as in Theorem 2. 
With the same proof for higher-dimensional real hyperbolic spaces, we get
Theorem 8. Let 

be two irreducible, nonparabolic representations from a groupG in Iso(HH ). If
they have the same marked cross-ratio, then they are conjugate.
For complex, quaternionic and Cayley hyperbolic case, we need more work.
Theorem 9. Let 

be two irreducible, nonparabolic representations from a groupG into Iso(HH )
where ,",,. If they have the same marked cross-ratio, then they are conjugate.
Proof. Since the horosphere in HH is the product of horospheres from each factor, the limit
metric of the metrics on horospheres based atR has the product metric d of metrics d

, d

de"ned
in Section 3.1. For simplicity of calculation we use d"(d

#d

)	 which is equivalent to the
metric (d

#d

)	 (Actually the calculation goes through with this metric). Let the ideal boundary
de"ned by the limit of horospheres have the coordinates NN.
Let 

: Iso(HH )PIso(H).  is de"ned similarly. Assume the coordinates of Weyl cham-
bers to which the end points of 

(g) belong, are ([0, 0],[0, 0]) and R with f ([0, 0], [0, 0])"
([0, 0], [0, 0]), f (R)"R where f is an isometry with respect to this metric as in Lemma 3.
Then 

(g)([t, z],[s,w])"([l

(t), l

(z)],[l

(s), l

(w)]), 

(g)([t, z],[s,w])"([l

(t), l

(z)],
[l

(s), l

(w)]) with l

'1.
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Using
d(([t, z],[s,w]),

(g)([t, z],[s,w]))
"d

([t, z], [l

(t), l

(z)])#d

([s,w],[l

(s), l

(w)])
"d

([t, z], [l

(t), l

(z)])#d

([s,w], [l

(s), l

(w)])
"d(([t, z], [s,w]),

(g)([t, z], [s,w])
we get a similar Eq. (1) as in Eq. (1) in Theorem 2. Without loss of generality we may assume l

is
the smallest among l

.
Since
d(([0, 0], [0, 0]), 

(g)([t, z], [s,w]))"d(([0, 0], [0, 0]),

(g)([t, z],[s,w])),
we get
t#z#s#w"t#z#s#w,
l

((t)#(z))#l

((s)#(w))
"l

((t)#(z))#l

((s)#(w)).
Dividing Eq. (1) by 4l

and letting p tend to!R, by Lemma 4
Ret, Im(z), z#zRe(z), z
#
l

l



Res, Im(w),w#
l

l



wRe(w),w
"
l

l



Ret, Im(z), z#
l

l



zRe(z), z
#
l

l



Res, Im(w),w#
l

l



wRe(w),w
for all p3. Note here that if l

"l

then, the left-hand side is bounded independent of p, so
l

"l

"l

, so l

(

(g))"l

(

(g)) and l

(

(g))"l

(

(g)). If for all g3G, this is true, then 

 

will have the same marked length spectrum. Then by Theorem A, the proof is "nished. So suppose
l

(l

for this g. For the above equation to be true, l

"l

or l

"l

since if pP!R, then the
left-hand side is bounded away from zero because of the term Ret, Im(z), z#
zRe(z), z. Without loss of generality, set l

"l

. Then we must have
Ret, Im(z), z#zRe(z), z
"Ret, Im(z), z#zRe(z), z,
Res, Im(w),w#wRe(w),w
"Res, Im(w),w#wRe(w),w.
Then by putting p"0 in the above equation, z"z, w"w.
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If l

(l

, then dividing (1) by l

and letting p tend to!R, we get
2z(z)#4(Re(z), z)#4Im(z), z!2(Re(t), t)
"2z(z)#4(Re(z), z)#4Im(z), z!2(Re(t), t).
If l

(l

, we get l

"l

by dividing (1) by the smaller number between l

or l

and letting
pPR. Further we get
Res, Im(w),w#wRe(w),w
"Res, Im(w),w#wRe(w),w.
The next step is to compare l

and l

and do the same as above. In this manner we get,
l

"l

, l

"l

and
d([t, z],

 

(g)([t, z], [s,w])"d([t, z],

 

(g)([t, z], [s,w]),
d([s,w],



(g)([t, z], [s,w])"d([s,w],



(g)([t, z], [s,w])
and all the equations as in the proof of Theorem 2. If we carry out the same proof as in Theorem 2
with 



, we can get the same conclusions as in Theorem 2. Note here that since 

is irreducible,




is irreducible. So 

are conjugate. 
It is easy to see that a similar proof works for the product of more than two factors. Now we
summerize the main theorem.
Theorem 10. Let 

be two irreducible, nonparabolic representations from a group G into Iso(X)
where X is the product of rank one spaces and . If they have the same marked cross-ratio (and the
same marked length spectrum when there is Euclidean factor), then they are conjugate.
We should mention that Theorem 10 is true even when two representations have the propor-
tional marked cross-ratio as in Theorem 3.
Corollary 2. Let M, N be two quotient manifolds from the product of rank one spaces and , having
the same marked cross-ratio (and the same marked length spectrum if there is an Euclidean factor). If
M,N do not contain totally geodesically embedded submanifolds (which is equivalent to saying that
associated holonomy representations are irreducible) except closed geodesics, then they are isometric.
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